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1983.urtetik aurrera, urteak urtez Nazioarteko Estatistika Mintegia xehetasunez eta 
konpromisoz  antolatzea saiatu gara, aurten  XXVII. edizioa izango dugu Vitoria-Gasteizen. 
 
Guretzat poztasun handia da, Estatistika alorrean mundu mailan ari diren ikertzaile aitzindari 
eta ospetsuak Euskadira etortzea lortu izana. Oraingo honetan, gure gonbidatua Daniel Lewis 
izango da, Erresuma Batuko Estatistika Nazionalen Bulegoko (ONS) Estatistika 
Konputazioaren Metodologiako Departamentuko burua. 
 
Gure Nazioarteko Estatistika Mintegira etorri diren adituen irakaskuntzari esker,  helburu 
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Aldi berean, honen zabalkundea ahalik eta pertsona eta erakunde gehienetara iritsi ahal 
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atalean, << Nazioarteko Estatistika Mintegia >> sakatuz.  
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Every year since 1983, our aim has been to organise each International Statistical Seminar in 
detail and with dedication. This time, we have the opportunity to present to you the 27th 
edition which will take place in Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
 
It fills us with satisfaction that we have managed to bring pioneering and renowned 
researchers in the field of statistics on a global level to the Basque Country. This year, our 
guest will be David Lewis, who currently heads the Statistical Computing methodology 
branch at the Office for National Statistics (ONS) in the United Kingdom. 
 
Through the training given by all of the experts who have been invited to our International 
Statistical Seminar, we have aimed to achieve the following goal: 
 
- To encourage collaboration with Universities, particularly Statistics Departments, and at 

the same time facilitate the professional retraining of civil servants, teachers, students and 
anybody who is interested in the field of statistics. 

 
Furthermore, in order for this information to reach the highest number of interested 
individuals and Institutions, the Eustat website, www.eustat.es, is at your disposal, or more 
specifically by accessing the section entitled "Services" << International Statistical Seminar >>. 
 
In this section, both this book and all the technical papers and journals written by previous 
participants since 1983 are available. This way, we contribute to expanding the knowledge of 
statistics on a worldwide scale by making the most of the advantages of technology. 
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Año tras año desde 1983, hemos tenido el propósito de organizar al detalle y con compromiso 
cada Seminario Internacional de Estadística, ésta vez tenemos la ocasión de presentaros  la 
XXVIIª edición que tendrá lugar en Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
 
Nos llena de satisfacción haber logrado hasta ahora,  traer a Euskadi a investigadores pioneros 
y  reconocidos en materia estadística a nivel mundial. Este año, tendremos como invitado a 
Daniel Lewis, quien encabeza en la actualidad el departamento de metodología de la 
Computación Estadística en la Oficina de Estadísticas Nacionales (ONS) del Reino Unido. 
 
Gracias a la formación impartida por todos los expertos que han sido invitados a nuestro 
Seminario Internacional de Estadística, hemos querido alcanzar el siguiente objetivo: 
 
- Fomentar la colaboración con la Universidad y en especial con los Departamentos de 

Estadística y a la vez facilitar el reciclaje profesional de funcionarios, profesores, alumnos 
y cuantos puedan estar interesados en el campo estadístico. 

 
A la vez, para que esta difusión llegue al mayor  número posible de personas e Instituciones 
interesadas, tenéis a vuestra disposición la página web de Eustat, www.eustat.es, 
concretamente accediendo al apartado denominado “Servicios” << Seminario Internacional de 
Estadística >>. 
Desde esta sección tenéis disponibles on-line tanto este libro como todos los trabajos y 
cuadernos técnicos realizados por los anteriores ponentes desde 1983, así contribuimos a 
través de las ventajas de la tecnología,  a la expansión del conocimiento de estadística a nivel 
mundial. 
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Introduction  
 

This course discusses a growing topic in official statistics, the use of administrative 
(admin) and accounts data for economic statistics. The use of admin data in official 
statistics is not new. It has been an important source of auxiliary information for surveys 
for many years. However, more recently there has been a common objective to make 
greater use of admin data in the production of business statistics. This has been largely 
driven by reduction in budgets and the desire to reduce the burden placed on businesses 
from surveys.  

The statistical theory to underpin admin data based statistics is still being developed and 
there is still a relatively small literature dealing with the subject. However, the European 
Statistical System network project on the use of administrative and accounts data in 
business statistics (ESSnet Admin Data) carried out a large body of research work from 
2009 to 2013 (see http://essnet.admindata.eu/). This course draws heavily on that 
research to summarise the main methods that have been developed and tested. 

The remaining chapters of the course cover the following topics: 

2. Administrative data sources for economic statistics 

3. Uses of administrative data for economic statistics 

4. Integration of data from administrative sources 

5. Detection and treatment of suspicious values in administrative data 

6. Sample designs for statistics based on administrative data 

7. Estimation of Structural Business Statistics using administrative data 

8. Estimation of Short Term business Statistics using administrative data 

9. Quality measurement for statistics based on administrative sources 

10. Summary 
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2. Administrative data sources for economic statistics 

 

2.1 Introduction 
Before looking at methods for making use of admin data in economic statistics, it is 
useful to briefly examine the main sources that can be useful. Note that the availability 
and legal access to admin data sources for statistics offices can vary significantly 
between countries. In this chapter, we discuss three key sources and focus specifically 
on sources that are used in practice for Structural Business Statistics (SBS) and Short 
Term business Statistics (STS). This latter information is drawn from Costanzo et al 
(2013). Just because a source is available, does not necessarily mean that it is available 
in time for statistics or that the quality is sufficient for statistical purposes. We will 
return to these points throughout the course. 

2.2 Value Added Tax 
Value Added Tax (VAT) data is widely available to statistics offices and has been the 
focus of a significant proportion of recent research into the use of admin data for 
economic statistics. The key variable is Turnover, although other variables such as 
Expenditure may be available. In most countries, the data are reported on a quarterly 
basis for the majority of businesses, although there are businesses that provide VAT 
data monthly as well. VAT Turnover is commonly used as a source of Turnover on the 
business register and in this context is often used to assist in survey activities such as 
calibration and imputation. 

2.3 Social security  
Social security data is the other source that has been widely used in official statistics to 
update the business register, in this case with information relating to Employment. Data 
are usually available on either a monthly or quarterly basis. Whilst there has been less 
specific research on the use of social security data, the potential uses of the Employment 
variable often mirror that of the VAT Turnover variable. 

2.4 Company accounts data 
Businesses are required to complete annual company accounts, often containing 
information on a wide range of financial variables. There is a big potential to make use 
of these data in economic statistics and in some countries this is already happening. 
However, the data are not without their drawbacks – it is often the case that smaller 
businesses are not obliged to provide very detailed information. Furthermore, the most 
useful information is often only available in the notes to the accounts, which are not 
easy to access through electronic means. Finally, accounting definitions do not always 
match very well with statistical definitions. See Valiulienè et al (2013) for more 
information on definitions. 
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2.5 Useful administrative sources for Structural Business Statistics 
Research into current uses of admin data across the ESS found examples of the 
following sources being used to produce SBS statistics. 

SBS Annexes I – IV 

• Social security  
• VAT  
• Company accounts 
• Corporate tax 
• Personal income tax 
• Chambers of commerce / professional associations 

SBS Annex V (insurance) 

• Regulatory authorities 
• Central bank 
• Company accounts 
• Social security 
• Corporate tax 

SBS Annex VI (credit institutions) 

• Central bank 
• Regulatory authorities 
• Corporate tax 

SBS Annex VIII (business services) 

• Social security 
• VAT 
• Company accounts 
• Corporate tax 
• Chamber of commerce / professional associations 

SBS Annex IX (business demography)  

• Personal income tax 
• Social security 
• VAT 
• Corporate tax 

In some countries these variables are used to produce statistics directly in place of 
survey data. In other cases they are used indirectly for editing, imputation, estimation or 
to assist in deriving activity status. 
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2.6 Useful administrative sources for Short Term business Statistics 
Examples of the following admin sources have been found to be used in the ESS for the 
production of STS statistics. 

Turnover variables 

• VAT 
• Customs and excise 
• Regulatory authorities 

Employment 

• Social security 
• Personal income tax 

Production prices / costs 

• Customs and excise 
• Local authorities 
• Ministries and other governmental bodies 
• Regulatory authorities 
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3. Uses of administrative data for economic statistics 

 

3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we very briefly summarise the potential uses of administrative data for 
economic statistics. The topics covered here will be discussed in more detail throughout 
the rest of the course. 

3.2 Business register 
Traditionally, the main use of admin sources is in constructing the business register. 
Two key variables already discussed are Turnover and Employment, but this also 
includes gathering industry and other information about business status.  

The business register is then generally used as the sampling frame for business 
statistics. With the register variables being used to improve the efficiency of surveys in 
one or more of the following ways: 

• Stratification variables 
• Calibration variables 
• For comparison in editing 
• To assist with imputation 

Business register data may also be aggregated to provide some information on the 
business survey population. 

3.3 Direct use in the production of statistics 
Historically admin data have sometimes been used to produce business statistics 
directly. In some countries this has been assisted with high quality population registers. 
In other cases, their use has been out of necessity due to lack of budget to run surveys. 

The recent impetus to make greater use of admin data in the production of statistics has 
largely been accompanied by a desire to ensure those statistics are still of acceptable 
quality. Even if in some cases there has been no time to fully research the implications 
of the change to admin data. 

In some cases it is possible to use admin data directly to provide statistics for the entire 
population of interest. More realistically a combination of admin and survey data is 
often used. This may be through a specifically designed mixed source approach or more 
informally admin data may be used to provide values for businesses that are not selected 
for a sample or do not respond when they are sampled. Of course it is important to 
check the quality implications of any of these approaches before implementing them. 

Direct use of admin data is not always possible. The following problems are often 
found: 
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• Admin data do not cover the whole population 
• Admin data variables have different definitions to those required for statistics 
• The definition of units in admin data sets does not match with statistical units 
• Not all required variables are available from admin sources 
• Admin data are not available quickly enough, or are only partially available 
• Admin data are not of the required periodicity 

Each of these problems is discussed in the following chapters of this course. Solutions 
are possible in many cases, for example using modelling techniques.  
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4. Integration of data from administrative sources 

 

4.1 Introduction 
It is not usually possible to construct statistics directly from admin sources without 
integrating them with statistical data in some way. This may be to assist with modelling 
the variables so that they provide estimates of suitable quality or could be simply to 
ensure that the data can be aggregated to the appropriate industries required for outputs. 
The matching can usefully be done via the business register. However, it is not always 
straightforward to integrate administrative and statistical data. This chapter discusses 
issues with linking, coverage and definitions. 

4.2 Linking administrative data to statistical data 
One positive point in using admin data with economic statistics is that it is common for 
there to be some kind of common unique identifier between sources. However, it is 
often the case that the unique identifiers in the admin data sets do not have a one-to-one 
relationship with the statistical units used for official statistics. This is because the 
reporting structure that businesses use for reporting admin data is not necessarily the 
same as that required for statistical outputs.  

The following links between units may exist in the data. 

• One admin data unit links to one statistical unit 
• One admin data unit links to multiple statistical units 
• Multiple admin data units link to one statistical unit 
• Multiple admin units link to multiple statistical units 

In the first case, the matching is straightforward.  

Where multiple admin data units link to one or more statistical units, it is necessary to 
sum the data values before proceeding.  

When the link is to one statistical unit, it is then straightforward to identify the VAT 
values for that unit.  

However, when one or more VAT units link to multiple statistical units, it is not clear 
how to apportion the VAT data amongst those units. The only option is to approximate 
the split between units in some way, ideally using available information about the 
business, such as Turnover and Employment data. 

The UK tested various methods for apportioning VAT data to multiple statistical units; 
including giving an equal split amongst the units, splitting proportional to the 
Employment of the individual statistical units and using ratios of Turnover to 
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Employment. The Turnover and Employment values both come from the business 
register. ONS evaluated these methods by comparing resulting annualised VAT 
Turnover values to the Turnover recorded on the Structural Business Statistics survey, 
for those businesses in both sources. Whilst there are definitional differences between 
sources, this was the only independent source of Turnover information available. Based 
on this comparison, the most accurate method was found to be splitting the VAT data 
proportional to Employment (Davies, 2012).  

When matching admin data to statistical data, it is also necessary to ensure that the data 
correspond to the same periods. Where this is not the case it is necessary to manipulate 
the admin data so that they match the required period. For sub-annual data, it is often 
relatively straightforward to sum data from individual periods over the period needed 
for the statistical output. In some cases, it is necessary to split data from reporting 
periods which span across the periods required for outputs. One quite extreme example 
of this is in using quarterly VAT data to produce monthly outputs. Possible solutions to 
this problem are discussed in chapter 8.  

4.3 Coverage of administrative data 
Another important issue when matching administrative data to statistical data is 
undercoverage. The administrative data populations are not the same as the target 
population for business statistics. There are some units that are in administrative data 
populations, but not required for statistics (overcoverage). This can be dealt with by 
simply removing those units from data sets, but only when it is possible to identify 
them. More importantly, there are units that are required for statistics but are not in the 
scope of administrative data sets (undercoverage). If a full data set is required, the only 
option is imputation of missing values. However, if only aggregate level outputs are 
required it may be possible to address this problem in the estimation. Figure 1 (from 
Sanderson et al, 2013) demonstrates the coverage situation for a particular 
administrative source. 
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Figure 1. Coverage of administrative data 

 

4.4 Differences in definitions 

The definitions used for admin data variables often differ from the definitions used at 
the National Statistical Institute (NSI) for corresponding variables. For instance, the 
definition of Turnover as used at the tax office may differ from the definition as used at 
the NSI. This is a problem that ideally needs to be overcome before using the admin 
data for statistical purposes. 

The first step to overcome such definition problems is to start a dialogue between the 
NSI and the providers of the admin data in order to find the differences. Once these 
differences are understood, it may be possible to correct them to a considerable extent. 
For instance, some aspects may be included in the Turnover according to VAT data that 
should be excluded according to the definition of statistical Turnover, and vice versa. In 
some cases such differences may be corrected by developing an appropriate method. 

To determine if the effects of differences that cannot be corrected are acceptable, the 
NSI could carry out a simulation study. 

Where the differences cannot be easily overcome, the remaining alternative is to try to 
deal with them using modelling or estimation techniques. Such methods are discussed in 
chapter 7. 
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5. Detection and treatment of suspicious values in administrative data 

 

5.1 Introduction 
Administrative data are often collected for important official reasons, such as tax 
purposes. For this reason, it is often assumed that they are less subject to error than 
survey data. However, in practice administrative data sets also contain important errors 
that need to be identified and dealt with in some way. Ideally the administrative data 
holder may have already carried out some cleaning of the data set before providing it to 
the statistics office. However, such cleaning will generally focus only on original needs 
of the data. This can still leave errors that can cause problems when the data are used for 
statistical purposes. In some cases, it might be that the administrative data holder does 
not apply any cleaning at all.  

A wide range of standard data editing techniques are available for economic survey 
data. However, these techniques are not always appropriate for admin data. For survey 
data, it is common to query the most important errors with the business to resolve them. 
This is often impossible for admin data due to a lack of legal provision for the statistics 
office to re-contact businesses and ask about their tax or accounting data. Even where it 
is legally possible, the size of administrative data sets can make it prohibitively 
expensive to manually inspect every suspicious value.  

Efficient editing techniques for survey data often focus on the businesses that have the 
greatest impact on outputs. When using admin data, the effect of individual errors on 
statistical outputs is not always clear, especially when the admin data set is used for 
multiple outputs. 

This section discusses some principles and methods for detecting and treating 
suspicious values in admin data. There are examples relating to two key sources, Value 
Added Tax (VAT) and Company Accounts data. 

5.2 Key principles for editing admin data 
Seyb et al. (2009) listed several key principles for editing administrative data in 
Statistics New Zealand. The first six of these rules provide useful advice for developing 
methods and implementing systems for detecting and correcting errors, as summarised 
below. One additional key principle not included in Seyb et al. (2009) has been added to 
the list as principle 7. 

1. Maintain the original data supplied by the admin data holder whenever possible. 

2. Choose methods that take account of all statistical uses of the data, macro and 
micro level if appropriate. 

3. Make good use of historical and auxiliary data. 
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4. Automate the process of detecting and correcting errors in admin data as much 
as possible, to ensure best use of resources and consistent results. 

5. Keep an audit trail for any changes to admin data; this should include keeping 
the original unaltered data and producing diagnostics for the detection and 
correction process. 

6. The implementation of automated detection and correction methods should be 
flexible for future improvements. 

7. Make every effort to understand how the admin data are returned and processed 
as this is a useful indicator of potential sources of error. Good dialogue with the 
admin data holder is essential for this. 

 

It is recommended that these principles are borne in mind when considering methods for 
detecting errors in admin data. Two main types of error may be found in admin data. 

• Systematic errors: such errors are generated by well known causes, e.g. 
"Scanning errors" and "unit errors". An example of unit errors is when 
businesses report their turnover values in Euros instead of thousands of Euros, 
and vice versa. It is usually possible to deal effectively and relatively easily with 
this type of error. 

• Random errors: a number of other errors may occur at random, due to 
respondents making mistakes. These require more sophisticated detection 
methods. 

Methods for detecting and dealing with both types of error are discussed below. 

5.3 General methods for identifying errors  
To begin with, we briefly discuss some general methods for identifying errors in admin 
data. More specific examples relating to particular data sources are examined later. 

Due to the nature of admin data, it is often difficult to definitively understand whether a 
suspicious value is erroneous or just unusual. However, checks for invalid and 
inconsistent data can be illuminating. A pre-requisite for such checks is the systematic 
identification of valid values and combinations of values for the data in the data set. 
This should be done in collaboration with a subject matter expert or possibly, for 
financial data, an accountant.  

Some obvious errors to look out for are duplicates and missing data, negative values for 
variables where this is impossible, and balancing errors where accounting relationships 
fail to hold. A simple example of the latter is where components of a variable fail to 
sum to the given total. As well as investigating inconsistencies within the admin data set 
itself, it can be useful to compare data with another trusted source, such as a business 
register, to see if there are any unexpected inconsistencies between the two data sets.  
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At the unit level, suspicious or outlying values may be identified by comparison with 
historic data. Where historic data are not available, comparison with other sources can 
be useful. Failing that, of course the most extreme values may be identified simply by 
identifying the extremes in the distribution for a particular industry – the largest or 
smallest values. However, it should be remembered that just because a value is extreme 
it is not necessarily an error. 

Some standard editing techniques used with survey data can also be useful for admin 
data. It is important to test such methods to be sure that they are effective in detecting 
potential errors. 

It is also useful to check aggregate data to identify if anything looks unusual in the 
admin data. Comparison of summary statistics with similar aggregates from other 
sources can give an idea of the usefulness of the data. As with any data, graphical 
inspection is also helpful in identifying suspicious values. 

It is always worth talking to the admin data holder about any systematic problems with 
the dataset or possible causes of error that they might be involved with. As well as 
understanding the details of any data cleaning that might have been carried out before 
the data set was transmitted to the statistical office.  

5.4 Treatment of suspicious values in admin data 
Once suspicious values have been identified, there are a number of options for dealing 
with them. The choice will depend on time and resource, quality requirements for the 
data, and the legal provision for potentially querying the data. The main options are 
listed below. 

• Ignore the suspicious value. Clearly this is the least suitable choice for data 
quality, but it may be appropriate if the error is thought to be relatively harmless. 

• Remove from the data set. This ensures that any potential error will not lead to 
spurious results. However, the more data points are removed the less complete 
the data set becomes. If left completely untreated this can of course lead to bias 
(underestimation) in the statistics. 

• Flag the value as suspicious. This allows users of the admin data set to make 
their own choice on how to treat suspicious values. This can be a good strategy 
if the data set may be used for a range of different statistical outputs. However, 
ultimately someone will still need to make a decision on what to do with the 
value. 

• Query the value with the admin data holder or the business. In some countries it 
is possible to query values from admin data sets, either directly with the business 
or through the admin data holder. This can give the possibility of confirming 
whether the value is erroneous or not. However, even where this is legally 
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possible it is likely to be prohibitively expensive to query a large volume of data 
so some prioritisation would be necessary. 

• Manual imputation to replace the value with something closer to expectations. If 
the value is too suspicious to use for statistics but it is not possible to exclude 
data for that business from statistics, then imputation is the natural alternative. 
Manual imputation allows a statistician or subject matter expert to make an 
informed judgement on a realistic value for the business. However, imputing 
manually is extremely resource intensive and has the risk of adding bias to the 
data through the pre-conceived views of the people carrying out the imputation.  

• Automatic imputation, using statistical methods to systematically impute values. 
Whilst any kind of automated procedure has the potential to be dangerous, if 
appropriate methods are used this can result in more accurate statistics than 
manual imputation. Automatic imputation is obviously far more efficient in 
terms of cost, time and resource. In many instances this is likely to be the 
preferred method for dealing with suspicious values in admin data. Some 
possible methods are discussed later on. 

5.5 Case study 1: Methods for cleaning VAT data 
 

5.5.1 Introduction 

One of the main sources of admin data used for economic statistics is Value Added Tax 
(VAT) data. The ESSnet Admin Data investigated methods for detecting and correcting 
errors in VAT data (Verschaeren et al (2013)). Details are given below on methods for 
detecting systematic errors, suspicious data patterns and random errors. 

Analysis was carried using two calendar years of VAT data for the variables Turnover 
and Expenditure. The vast majority of the data are reported on a quarterly basis. 

5.5.2 Methods for detecting systematic errors 

Unit errors 
One common systematic error in the reporting of financial data is the unit error. For 
example in business surveys, financial values are often requested to be reported in 
thousands of Euros. However, some businesses might report by mistake their figures in 
Euros instead of thousands of Euros. This leads to a large error for the business, but it is 
relatively straightforward to identify and correct that error as long as something is 
known about the expected response for that business. 

For admin data, the error may be in the other direction. Tax offices often require VAT 
data in Euros, but businesses may report their returns in thousands of Euros instead. 
Assuming that the business has not made the same mistake over two consecutive 
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periods, such errors can often be detected by comparing with previous VAT returns for 
the same business, using a rule of the following form. If: 

current VAT dataA     B
previous VAT data

< <  

then assume the current VAT data has been reported by mistake in thousands of Euros. 
Values in this range can then be automatically corrected simply by multiplying them by 
1000. 

The values of the parameters A and B determine if a figure is likely to be a unit error or 
not. These values are usually fine-tuned using past data. The aim is to identify as many 
unit errors as possible, without too many false corrections.  

For example, in the UK, the following values were chosen based on experience with 
business surveys: 

current VAT data0.00065     0.00135
previous VAT data

< <  

The values were chosen following analysis of a wide range of data to identify where the 
majority of genuine thousand Euro errors lie. Experience with UK business survey data 
suggests that there are still thousand Euro errors outside this range, but there are also 
enough false hits (businesses with movements of that size that are not due to unit errors) 
that it becomes dangerous to automatically correct them (Al Hamad, Lewis and Silva 
(2008)). 

One of the problems with VAT data is that it is usually not possible to re-contact 
businesses to find out their true VAT data figure. Bearing this in mind, it is possible that 
a business may make an uncorrected unit error in more than one period so that the rule 
above would not necessarily identify such an error. To identify these errors more 
effectively, it may be helpful to consider multiple periods of past VAT data to get a feel 
for the true level of VAT data value expected for the business. 

Scanning errors 

One common type of error that may occur during the data entry stage is the scanning 
error. The way scanning errors are displayed in VAT data depends on how the system is 
set up. The code adopted for the UK VAT data is to set the data value to a sequence of 
eleven consecutive “9” characters whenever a scanning problem occurs. It is possible to 
automatically detect scanning errors that are set to a specific code. However, it is likely 
that some scanning errors will slip through and not be set to the right code, especially 
when there are millions of records. For these, it will be necessary to set edit rules to 
catch very unusual responses that may have been caused by scanning errors. 
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5.5.3 Methods for detecting suspicious data patterns 
When longitudinal data are available for analysis, it is often possible to identify errors in 
VAT data by considering the pattern of reported VAT data over a period. Hoogland 
(2010) described a variety of suspicious patterns identified in quarterly VAT data. 
These patterns can be summarised as follows: 

• Zero VAT data values in three quarters, positive VAT data value in the other 
quarter. 

• Zero VAT data value in one quarter, positive VAT data values in the other three 
quarters. 

• Same VAT data values in all four quarters. 

• Same VAT data values for three quarters, a different (positive) VAT data value 
in the other quarter. 

• Negative VAT data value in any of the quarters. 

These patterns all suggest inaccurate reporting of VAT data values. When businesses 
return positive VAT data values for some quarters, a zero response suggests that the true 
data may have been withheld. When the same VAT data value is reported for four 
quarters, it suggests that the business may have simply divided its annual figure into 
four. Reporting the same VAT data values for three quarters and a different value for 
the fourth often means that the business has estimated the VAT data values for three of 
the quarters and used the fourth to balance the total VAT data values based on an annual 
figure. The presence of negative VAT data value is an error, since by definition VAT 
data values cannot be negative. 

5.5.4 Correcting suspicious data patterns 
The suspicious patterns in quarterly VAT data described above may be dealt with using 
imputation techniques. The five types of pattern discussed can be grouped into 3 
categories as below. Methods for dealing with each of these groups are considered 
separately: 

Type 1: Patterns that suggest the business has reported annual VAT data. This group 
covers three of the suspicious VAT data patterns: 

• Zero VAT data values in three quarters, positive VAT data value in the other 
quarter. 

• Same VAT data values in all four quarters. 

• Same VAT data values for three quarters, a different (positive) VAT data 
value in the other quarter. 
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Type 2: Patterns that suggest the business has failed to report VAT data in one 
quarter: 

• Zero VAT data values in one quarter, positive VAT data values in the other 
three quarters. 

Type 3: Negative VAT data: 

• Negative VAT data value in any of the quarters. 

Methods for dealing with type 1  

For type 1, it is likely that the business has only been able to supply an annual figure. If 
our assumption is correct, we can deduce a reliable annual VAT data figure (by 
summing the values from the four quarters). However, we have no information on how 
the annual Turnover should be split into quarterly VAT data figures. To create usable 
data, it is necessary to impute quarterly VAT data figures. The obvious method is to 
impute the proportions of VAT data for each quarter and multiply those proportions by 
the annual figure. This may be done, for example, using one of the following methods: 

• Calculate mean proportions from similar businesses (in the same year) 

• Calculate median proportions from similar businesses (in the same year) 

• Use proportions for the same business in the previous year 

Similar businesses are often defined as those in the same industry and size class. 

Methods for dealing with type 2 

In most cases, it can be assumed that this pattern results from the business not giving 
their true VAT data figure for the one quarter with a zero value. Note that there may be 
some exceptional industries where this pattern is expected. 

Since this pattern implies an unusable value for one figure, the imputation methods 
available are the same as those for imputing suspicious VAT data values in a single 
period. See section 5.5.7. 

Method for dealing with type 3 

The method of dealing with negative VAT data may depend on the reason for the 
occurrence of negative VAT data value. However, it is generally not advised to simply 
reverse the sign and treat the value as being positive. The recommended solution is to 
treat the value as a single suspicious value and use one of the imputation methods in 
section 5.5.7 to replace it. 
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5.5.5 Methods for detecting random errors 

Unlike the well-known types of errors discussed in the previous sections, there exist 
other types of errors that occur at random and are therefore difficult to detect. A range 
of possible methods for detecting random errors are described below. Many of the 
methods are drawn from the literature on international experiences in detecting errors in 
VAT data.  

Method 1 - Quartile distances 

Method 1 is based on a method described in Hoogland and Van Haren (2007) to identify 
unusually large or small VAT data values by locating extreme values in the distribution 
of VAT data within a particular industry and size class. The method identifies 
suspicious businesses as those with VAT data values greater than a specified multiple of 
inter-quartile distances from the third quartile, Q3 (for large VAT data values) or less 
than the same multiple of inter-quartile distances from the first quartile, Q1 (for small 
VAT data values). More formally, suspicious VAT data values are identified as follows: 

if VAT return > Q3 + [C × (Q3 – Median)] 

or VAT return < Q1 – [C × (Median – Q1)] 

then treat at suspicious. 

The quartiles and median are derived from the VAT data within the industry and size 
class for the period under consideration. The parameter C is derived from analysing past 
data to find a threshold that successfully identifies extreme values. C may be given 
different values for different industry and size classes, dependent on the distribution of 
data in those classes.  

Method 2 - Period on period ratios 

Method 2 comes from De Jong (2003) and involves calculating period on period ratios 
for each business based on the contribution of that business’s VAT data value to its 
class. As in method 1, the class would commonly be defined as a cross-classification of 
industry and size. The period on period ratios are called test ratios. Any business with a 
test ratio above a pre-defined threshold is judged as suspicious. It is then recommended 
to check the data to identify which of the periods’ data looks most likely to be in error. 
The method is described below. Calculate: 

VAT returnScore = 
Median VAT return in class

 

for each business, where VAT data refers to the VAT Turnover value (or the VAT 
Expenditure value) for the business. Then calculate: 
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t t-1 t t-1

t-1 t

Score Score      if Score  > Score  
TestRatio = 

Score Score     otherwise. 
⎧
⎨
⎩

 

where Scoret is the value of Score in period t and Scoret-1 is the value of Score in period 
t - 1. 

Any business with a value of TestRatio greater than a pre-defined threshold is deemed 
to be suspicious. The threshold can be set by analysing past data to see at what point the 
values of TestRatio appear to indicate suspicious returns.  

Method 3 - Comparison with reporting history for the business 

Method 3 compares the current VAT data figure with previous historic values for the 
same business to determine likely suspicious values. The method is described in slightly 
different forms in Hoogland and Van Haren (2007). In its most basic form, the method 
is described as follows: 

If VAT return > € 100 million  

And VAT return > 10 × mean VAT return for the business in the past 24 months 

then treat as suspicious. 

The method can be enhanced by defining different thresholds, both for the size of VAT 
data value and the number of multiples of mean VAT returns, for different sizes of 
business or industries.  

Method 4 - Quartile differences combined with measure of influence 

Method 4 is a refinement to method 1 and is inspired by Hoogland et al (2009). The 
idea is to combine the detection of suspicious values using quartile differences with 
some measure of the influence or importance of the business. In Hoogland et al (2009), 
the influence is measured as the contribution the business makes to its output cell for a 
particular survey. However, for our purpose we prefer a measure of influence that is 
independent of any survey that the VAT data may be used for. Therefore in this method 
we simply calculate the influence as the proportion of VAT data the business 
contributes to the total VAT data in the industry and size class. The method is as 
follows.  

Identify unusual VAT data values using the quartile distances measure described in 
method 1. Then calculate: 

VAT valueInfluence = 
Total VAT in class

 

for each business.  
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Treat any business which has both unusual VAT data values from the quartile distance 
method (method 1) and whose Influence is greater than a pre-defined threshold as 
suspicious. The threshold for influential businesses should be set by analysing past VAT 
data. One practical way to implement method 4 is to first set reasonable thresholds for 
method 1, ensuring that the businesses being identified as suspicious appear to be 
genuine extremes in the distribution. Then, for method 4, slightly reduce the value of 
parameter C in the quartile distance method so that more businesses are viewed as being 
extreme. The threshold for influential businesses can then be set to ensure that a similar 
number of businesses fail method 4 as failed method 1. 

Method 5 - Hidiroglou-Berthelot method 

Method 5 is the Hidiroglou-Berthelot method, which is based on the simple ratio 
between the VAT return for a business in the current period and the VAT return for the 
same business in the previous period. The method adds some refinements to overcome 
various drawbacks of using a simple ratio and also to allow for the size of the business 
to be taken into account. The method comes from Hidiroglou and Berthelot (1986) and 
is defined as follows.  

Calculate the ratio: 

current VAT valuer = 
previous VAT value

 

for each business. 

Transform the ratio r so that the data are symmetric and centred around zero (this gives 
an equal chance of identifying large and small errors):  

Calculate the median of the ratios, r. 

If r < median then calculate r - mediant = 
r

 

Otherwise calculate  r - mediant = 
median

 

Define E = t  max (current VAT Turnover , previous VAT Turnover)V×  

This step gives the option of giving greater importance to businesses with larger VAT 
data values.  The parameter ν can take any value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 
results in every business having the same importance, whereas a value of 1 gives 
greatest importance to businesses with higher VAT data values.  

Calculate the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) and the median (Q2) of the E values 
calculated in step 3. Then calculate: 
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Q1d  = max (Q2 - Q1) , A  Q2⎡ ⎤×⎣ ⎦  

Q3d  = max (Q3 - Q2) , A  Q2⎡ ⎤×⎣ ⎦  

In most cases, these distances are just the difference between the median and the first 
and third quartile of the E values respectively. However, in some unusual distributions it 
is possible for the data to group around the median leading to businesses being 
erroneously identified as suspicious. To safeguard against this happening, a small 
multiple A of the median of the E values is used instead. The parameter A is commonly 
given the value 0.05 for this purpose. Suspicious businesses are then identified as 
follows: 

If E < Q2 – C × Q1d  

Or E > Q2 + C × Q3d  

then treat as suspicious. 

The parameter C effectively controls the number of businesses being viewed as 
suspicious and should therefore be set by analysing past data to determine the value of 
C that appears to accurately identify suspicious VAT data values. 

Method 6 - Period on period ratios combined with measure of influence 

Method 6 is a refinement to Method 2 where the detection of suspicious VAT data 
values is assisted by the same measure of influence as in Method 4:  

VAT valueInfluence = 
Total VAT in class

 

5.5.6 Evaluation of detection methods 

A key difference between survey and administrative data is that with administrative data 
it is usually not possible to re-contact the business and ask them to confirm any 
suspicious values. One implication of this is that the only option for adjusting 
suspicious values is to remove the original value and impute a figure which is more in 
line with expectations. Because of this, it is generally not possible to discover the truth 
about suspicious VAT data values. This means that the evaluation of detection methods 
is not straightforward and cannot usually be definitive. 

It may be useful to calculated diagnostics such as the proportion of businesses identified 
as suspicious within each industry and size class and the average size (employment) and 
VAT values of suspicious businesses compared with the rest of the class. 
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If an independent measure of the VAT data value is available, it should be possible to 
estimate the effectiveness of the methods in detecting errors. However, care should be 
taken over differences in definitions of variables. For example, survey Turnover is often 
defined differently to VAT Turnover. In this case it would not be valid to conclude that 
a business with VAT Turnover different to survey Turnover in the same period is an 
error. However, if a business is detected as an error and has VAT Turnover similar to 
the survey Turnover, then this can be viewed as being a likely ‘false hit’. 

Based on the performance criteria above, the ESSnet Admin Data found that methods 2 
(period on period ratios), 5 (Hidiroglou-Berthelot) and 6 (period on period ratios with 
influence measure) are most effective at identifying important errors in VAT data. Note 
that all of these methods rely on comparison with previous period data. 

 

 

5.5.7 Correcting random errors in VAT data 

If the aim is to create a complete admin data set, we are often left with the choice of 
imputing more realistic data in place of identified suspicious values. In this section we 
briefly consider appropriate imputation methods for this situation. 

This is a well-known problem in business surveys and over the years, a range of 
imputation methods have been developed that can be reused for our problem of 
correcting suspicious values in VAT data. See for example Luzi et al (2007). Five 
imputation methods for dealing with suspicious VAT data values in a single period are 
described below.  

Method 1 - Mean imputation 

This method simply replaces a suspicious VAT data value with the mean of the VAT 
data values of all businesses that are not suspicious. To improve the accuracy of the 
method, it is advisable to split the VAT data set into homogeneous classes and calculate 
means within those classes. Businesses with suspicious values are then changed to their 
class mean. Variables such as industry and Employment size can be used to create the 
homogeneous classes. 

Method 2 - Trimmed mean imputation 

Because means are influenced by outliers it is often sensible to trim (i.e. remove) 
extreme values before calculating the mean. For example, the highest and lowest 10% 
of VAT data values may be removed from each homogeneous class before taking the 
mean. 
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Method 3 - Median imputation 

This method simply replaces a suspicious VAT data value with the median of the VAT 
data values of all businesses that are not suspicious. The median is more robust than the 
mean. As with mean imputation, the method usually gives better results if medians are 
calculated within homogeneous classes. Because the median is robust, there is no need 
to trim extreme values. 

Method 4 - Ratio imputation 

Ratio imputation is a very common imputation method used with business surveys. 
Ratio imputation is also used in some NSIs with VAT data, although often in the 
context of dealing with missing values rather than suspicious values. See, for example, 
Lorenz (2010) and Seyb et al (2009). The method involves using a previous value for 
the business and multiplying it by a ratio based on the growth between the previous and 
current period for similar businesses. There are a number of variations on this method, 
the most common one is described below. 

class

class

current period value for business 
Imputed value = Previous value for business  

previous period value for business 
i

i

i

i
∈

∈

×
∑

∑
 

The businesses whose current and previous VAT data values are included in the means 
are all of those with acceptable values in both periods and which belong to the same 
homogeneous class as the business being imputed. Note that exactly the same 
businesses contribute to the two means. This is why the ratio of means reduces to a ratio 
of sums. 

Method 5 – Nearest Neighbour Donor imputation 

This method involves using the VAT data from a donor business in place of the 
suspicious value. The donor is the business within the homogeneous class that is most 
similar to the business whose VAT data value needs imputing. Similar businesses are 
identified by calculating distances between the business than needs imputing and all 
potential donors. Distances are calculated separately for specified auxiliary variables, 
known as matching variables. For economic data, Turnover, Employment and industry 
are commonly available matching variables. The distances for each matching variable 
are aggregated together and the potential donor with the smallest combined distance is 
chosen as the donor.  

5.5.8 Evaluation of correction methods 

The choice of imputation method may be determined using a “clean” VAT data set 
(where any suspicious values are removed prior to analysis). The data set is then 
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artificially contaminated with suspicious values, to be replaced by imputed values using 
each of the methods above. The resulting imputed data sets are then compared to the 
original data set to evaluate performance. 

This comparison should ideally be carried out as a simulation study, with the artificial 
contamination being randomly created for different units in each iteration of the 
simulation. The simulation may be run with around 200 iterations, for example. 
Estimates of bias (e.g. Relative Imputation Bias - RIB) and error (e.g. Relative 
Imputation Error – RIE) can be calculated from the simulation to evaluate the 
performance of each method. 

Population

Population

(Imputed VATvalue - Original VAT return)

RIB = 100
Original VAT return

×

∑

∑
 

Population

Population

Imputed VATvalue - Original VAT return

RIE = 100
Original VAT return

×

∑

∑
 

In the ESSnet Admin Data, ratio imputation was found to be the most effective 
imputation method for VAT data. 

 

5.6 Case study 2: Cleaning company accounts data 
Company accounts data sometimes have similar terminology to statistical variables, but 
do not necessarily share the same concepts and may use different valuation methods. 
Errors in the data may occur both by the business when preparing the accounts and by 
the statistics office during conceptual adjustment of the data. Examples of these errors 
are described below. 

5.6.1 Errors committed at the time of preparing the company accounts 

Before the company accounts data arrive at the statistical office, they typically pass 
through a number of steps from data generation (by company accountants) to processing 
and updating, before being stored in the database of the administrative office. These 
steps involve manual interventions, automatic and semi-automatic procedures that are 
not under direct control of the NSIs and are not always transparent. Data errors can 
occur at every step of the process from data acquisition to archival storage. 

Large and medium businesses are typically required to adopt accounting standards (e.g. 
IFRS) and have their company accounts audited, thus minimising the number of quality 
issues in the data. However, it is possible that a number of basic errors might be present 
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in small businesses' account data due to the lack of such auditing. Such errors include 
the following. 

• Errors of omission: information is left out of an accounting statement by 
mistake. Examples include forgetting to record a transaction, or a transaction 
may be recorded in the wrong place, because of which the book does not 
balance. 

• Errors of commission: data are recorded or calculated inaccurately. For 
example, an accountant might add variables instead of subtracting them. This is 
a common accounting problem, although the use of software has greatly 
reduced such errors.  

• Errors of principle: basic accounting principles are applied improperly or 
negligently, not complying with standard accounting practices, creating errors 
that will result in discrepancies within the same form or across forms (e.g. 
variables do not agree between the Balance sheet and the Profit & Loss 
accounts).  

• Involuntary data entry errors: the wrong number is entered, wrong sign, 
typographic errors. 

• Voluntary data entry errors: respondents may not have access to values of the 
required fields, so they invent a default value that seems to be a typical value to 
them (this is usually referred to as a "spurious integrity"). This often passes the 
crude data integrity tests of the data entry system, while leaving no trace in the 
database that the data are in fact misleading. 

• Unit errors (for example, thousand Euros error). 

• Zero values: many companies report a zero value for certain variables in the 
accounts, but a positive value in the business survey for the same reporting 
period. For example, this can be true of variables relating to investment. It may 
be that profit or loss on these variables does not appear in the accounts of small 
businesses due to lesser legislative requirements. 

5.6.2 Errors introduced during conceptual adjustment process 

Some company accounts data are not directly usable for statistical purposes and require 
a number of conceptual adjustments. This additional data processing is needed for a 
variety of reasons and can introduce further errors at every step, as discussed below. 

The problem of matching reporting entities between company accounts data and 
business surveys is even more complex for large businesses, groups and multi-nationals 
for which a single suite of accounts could cover all activities of the group. In order to 
perform domain specific statistical analyses, some method needs to be found in order to 
split the company's accounts data by industry and apportion the variables accordingly.  
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Another adjustment problem deals with aligning the accounting period with the survey 
period. The survey reporting period can differ to that of the financial reporting period, 
where businesses may report their accounts at different dates than the end of calendar 
year. It is often necessary to recreate accounts on the basis of the calendar year by 
combining data from two successive accounting years. This approach could be 
problematic for variables that are liable to rapid fluctuations during the year (e.g. 
inventories), especially when dealing with companies involved in highly seasonal 
activities such as sales of gas and electricity. 

5.6.3 Detecting and correcting errors in company accounts data 

The first step in cleaning company accounts data should be to focus on identifying and 
dealing with and obvious and very large errors. Following that, many problems with the 
data can be identified using consistency edits.  

Consistency edits (logic and arithmetic checks) rely on basic accounting principles and 
exploit the logical relationships between variables. Edits are applied first to ensure 
internal consistency between the balance sheet and the income statement.  

The first logic/arithmetic checks stem from the structure of the balance sheet that is 
divided into two columns that must equal each other, or balance each other out. One 
column is about the assets (what the company "owns") and the other column is about 
the net position of the company and the liabilities (what the company "owes"). 

 
Total Assets = Total Liabilities + Total Shareholders' Equity 

Total Revenue – Total Expense = Net Income after Adjustments  

 
The double entry principle provides another set of logic checks. In fact, each transaction 
of the company is recorded in two different accounts: once in the debit side of one 
account, and once in the credit side of another account, for the same amount. The two 
entries for the same transaction must equal each other. 

Next, the variables in the income statement and balance sheet are grouped into sections. 
For each section, ensuring that the total reported is equal to the sum of the 
corresponding components. The editing strategy trusts the totals first and the 
components second because it has been observed that companies usually take more care 
when reporting their totals in the accounts than they do for the components.  

Sum of components within section = Section Total 

From the Profit & Loss accounts (also called the income statements) further 
logic/arithmetic checks can be derived as follows. 

Gross Profit = Turnover – Costs of Sales 
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Gross Profit – Expenses = Net Profit/Loss 

If a high level of details can be found, the following equations may be used to check 
that the components sum up as below: 

Turnover - Expenses = Net Profit/Loss 

Operating Profit/Loss = Gross Profit/Loss – Admin Expenses 

The relationships between the Balance sheet and the Profit & Loss accounts provide 
another set of logic/arithmetic checks. These two documents are closely linked. The 
profit of the accounting period is shown as the balance of the income statement. This 
profit is also included in the Balance sheet because it constitutes an amount payable to 
the owners of the enterprise.  

Estimation of Profit/Loss: the calculations of Profit/Loss have to take into consideration 
the breakdown of time in periods. When a transaction takes place over a period longer 
than the accounting year, it is necessary to transfer the purchase from the previous 
accounting year to the current one: 

Opening stock + purchases + Other direct costs = Costs of Sales + Closing stock 

where: Opening Stock = stock on the Balance Sheet for last year, Closing Stock = stock 
on the Balance Sheet for the current year. Other direct costs include direct labour costs 
used to produce the good, along with any other direct costs associated with the 
production of goods. 

Finally, if there exists a note that accompanies the Balance sheet that provides a 
breakdown of the variables (not available for small businesses), we can have access to 
the components and can use the following equations to check that the components in the 
Notes sum up to the totals in the Balance sheet as below: 

Fixed assets = Tangible fixed assets + Intangible fixed assets 

Current assets = Stocks + debtors + Cash in Bank and in Hand 

The linear equations above are some examples of edit checks that can be implemented. 
In practice, the edits are often defined in great detail. For example, the logic checks 
applied to accounts supplied to the Bank of Belgium comprise 9 pages with hundreds of 
linear equations (Banque Nationale de Belgique (2011)).  
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6. Sample designs for statistics based on administrative data 

 

6.1 Introduction 
The use of admin data for business statistics gives rise to specific challenges in sample 
design. In general, the sample design should aim to maximise the use of admin data 
whilst keeping the quality of resulting outputs at the level required. The potential for 
doing this depends on the availability, timing and suitability of the admin data for the 
statistical purpose. Broadly speaking, there are four main options for sample design: 

1. Use solely admin data to cover the whole population. 
2. Use admin data for the whole population, in combination with survey-based 

adjustments to deal with imperfections. 
3. Use a combination of admin and survey data to cover the population. 
4. Use a survey to cover the whole population, but utilise admin data to improve 

the efficiency of that survey. 

This chapter describes these options in more detail. 

6.2 Sample design option 1: Use solely admin data to cover the whole population 
It is the ideal scenario that the admin data available match sufficiently well with the 
statistical requirements so that the outputs can be produced simply by summing the 
admin data to create aggregates. For this to happen, the admin source will need to cover 
the entire statistical population, contain all required variables with no major definitional 
differences and be available in time for the statistical output.  

Unfortunately it is rare that the admin data match so closely with statistical uses. 
However, when this is the case the sample design is straightforward and merely requires 
the identification and selection of the correct units from the admin data set. 

6.3 Sample design option 2: Use admin data for the whole population, in 
combination with survey-based adjustments to deal with imperfections 
A more likely situation is that admin data are available for the whole (or almost all) of 
the statistical population, but that some adjustment is required to ensure the quality of 
the resulting output. The adjustment might be required to deal with differences in 
definition, the full data set not being available on time, missingness, undercoverage or 
other imperfections in the data.  

For some of these cases (e.g. missingness), it may be possible to adjust using only 
current or past admin data. In other cases, survey data may be required to make the 
adjustment. The data may come from an already existing survey or it might be 
necessary to commission a survey especially for the purpose. In the case that admin data 
are used to replace an existing survey, one option is to simply reduce the size and scope 
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of the survey so that it fits with the aim of adjusting the admin data to produce the 
statistical output. 

The adjustment may be carried out by a simple aggregate level comparison between 
admin and (weighted) survey data or could involve more complex modelling 
techniques. Estimation methods are explored in chapters 7 and 8. 

The choice of sample design for the survey element will be driven by the amount of 
sample required in each domain to accurately adjust the admin data. There are no 
definitive rules for the size of sample, since it depends on how far the admin data are 
from what is required. In practice, the sample should be set by analysis of historic data 
to ascertain the minimum that is required to fulfil the accuracy requirements of the 
statistics. 

6.4 Sample design option 3: Use a combination of admin and survey data to cover 
the whole population 
From the experiences of the ESSnet Admin Data and wider international research, by 
far the most common use of admin data for economic statistics in practice is to use a 
combination of admin and survey data to cover the population. Using purely admin 
data, even if accompanied by an adjustment from another source, is not usually 
sufficient to meet the requirements of official statistics outputs. 

There are a wide range of options for combining admin and survey data. In most 
practical examples, it has been found to be essential to maintain a (fully enumerated) 
survey of the very largest businesses. The impact of these businesses on statistical 
outputs is so large that the reduction in accuracy caused by using admin data would 
have too great an effect on the overall quality. Moreover, the complex nature of many 
large businesses is such that it can be impossible to get usable data from administrative 
sources. 

In the simplest case, a statistical output can be designed using a fully enumerated survey 
for the largest businesses and admin data for all other businesses. This situation is 
illustrated below in figure 2, where a ‘cut-off’ is defined based on the employment size 
of the business. 
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7. Estimation of Structural Business Statistics using administrative 
data 
 

7.1 Introduction 
Some Structural Business Statistics (SBS) variables can be taken directly from 
administrative sources, such as Value Added Tax (VAT) data, or from company 
accounts data. However, there are many variables that are not directly available. The 
majority of methods discussed in this chapter relate to SBS variables that are not 
directly available from administrative sources. Specific examples are drawn from 
experiences in the ESSnet Admin Data. See Lewis and de Waal (2013) for more details. 

7.2 Estimation for different types of variable 
The estimation methods considered in this chapter can potentially be used on a wide 
range of variables. Whilst much of the focus is on directly estimating variables in 
isolation, there is also consideration of component variables.  

It is desirable to be able to estimate every SBS variable without the need for specific 
surveys. For some variables this is possible, but for others it is often necessary to retain 
a survey for part of the population. Examples of both are given below. 

7.3 Simple use of individual or combinations of available administrative variables 
It is sometimes the case that required SBS variables can be estimated directly from 
admin data, either on their own or using a combination of available admin variables. 
Although even in these cases it may be necessary to deal with coverage or definitional 
problems, for example by modelling the relationship between admin and survey 
variables. For more information on possible modelling techniques see sections 7.5 and 
7.6. 

The ESSnet Admin Data investigated two simple applications of combining multiple 
admin variables to create an SBS estimate, for the variables Number of employees in full 
time equivalent units, and Gross investment in tangible goods. 

Number of employees in full time equivalent units 

Germany investigated methods for estimating Number of employees in full time 
equivalent units (FTE) by using a combination of available admin and survey sources 
covering employee data. Taken as a whole, the available data cover the numbers of full 
time and part time employees, and the number of hours worked by or paid for full time 
and part time employees. However, none of the admin datasets cover the whole 
population for every variable, so it is necessary to combine sources to produce estimates 
of FTE. Once combined, FTE is estimated as: 

FTE = Full time employees + α. Part time employees 
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where α = Hours of part time employees
Hours of full time employees

 

Using this method, it was possible to produce estimates of FTE that were within 1.5% 
of existing survey estimates. 

Gross investments in tangible goods 

There are some variables which can be estimated more or less directly based on simple 
relationships with available company accounts variables. For example, Lithuania uses 
the following formula to estimate Gross investments in tangible goods. 

[Gross investment in tangible goods] = [tangible assets at the end of the year] – 
[tangible assets at the beginning of the year] +/ – [revaluation]. 

For some businesses the variables required are not included in the company accounts. 
Imputation techniques can be used to estimate the investment variables in these cases.  

7.4 Cut-off sampling 
Ideally it is desirable to estimate SBS variables for the whole survey population. 
However experience has shown that it is not always possible to estimate the more 
difficult variables to the required accuracy without using a survey for at least part of the 
population. In these cases, one useful method is cut-off sampling.  

In cut-off sampling, the survey is only used for the part of the population above a pre-
defined threshold (commonly the number of employees is used to define this threshold). 
For those businesses below the threshold, special estimation procedures are required to 
produce SBS outputs. Note that this situation is represented by figure 5 in section 6.4. 

More formally, a variable x1 is used to define a cut-off which partitions the population 
U. A business belongs to Uc if it falls below the cut-off c, whereas it belongs to Um if x1 

is in the range c to m, where m denotes an upper boundary separating those units used in 
the estimation of Uc from the remainder of the universe Ue. In this example, Ue 
represents the largest businesses. 

1
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The population total Y can therefore be written as: 

  

Where for φ  equal to c, m or e:        

c m eY Y Y Y= + +
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Cut-off sampling can be an effective way of reducing the cost and burden of a survey, 
whilst maintaining the accuracy of outputs. Some of the estimation methods below are 
designed specifically to deal with estimation under a cut-off sampling approach (namely 
simple ratio adjustment, generalised calibration estimation and inflation of survey 
weights). Other estimation methods can potentially be used either to estimate for the 
whole population or for cut-off sampling, depending on the accuracy that can be 
attained in each case. 

7.5 Simple ratio adjustment 
One of the main methods used to model statistical variables using admin data is the 
simple ratio adjustment. This method is used in conjunction with cut-off sampling to 
provide an estimate for the non-surveyed part of the population. The method relies on a 
single admin variable, which should be correlated with the SBS variable of interest. The 
sum of the admin variable for the non-surveyed part of the population is adjusted using 
the relationship between the SBS variable and the admin variable for businesses which 
continue to be surveyed. Usually, the non-surveyed part of the population is defined as 
the smallest businesses, in terms of number of employees, and the medium sized 
businesses are then used to adjust the admin total for the small businesses.  

More formally, the simple ratio adjustment for estimating for units below the cut-off is 
(Särndal et al 1992:532)  

          
  

where cX  is the total of the auxiliary variable in the survey universe below the cut-off, 
ˆ

mX  is an estimate of the total of the auxiliary variable in the part of the survey universe 

above the cut-off and  m̂Y  is an estimate of the SBS variable in the part of the survey 
universe above the cut-off. 

For SBS variables, the ESSnet Admin Data tested the simple ratio adjustment to 
estimate Purchases of goods and services for resale in the same condition as received, 
Gross investments in tangible goods, Sales of tangible investment goods and Production 
value. In most cases, the cut-off contained businesses with less than 10 employees. Of 
the variables tested, using VAT Turnover as the auxiliary usually gave the best results, 
although sometimes VAT Expenditure or Employment were slightly better. For most 
variables, it was not possible to replace the smallest businesses for every industry 
without impacting on the accuracy of results, so an industry-specific estimation strategy 
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would be necessary to implement the method in practice. This still yields useful savings 
in survey sample size for each of the variables tested.  

7.6 Regression modelling 
As the name suggests, the simple ratio adjustment method is based on an implied ratio 
model. It may be possible to make better use of available administrative data by using 
unit level linear regression models of the following form.  

 

α ε= + +i i i iY Xβ  

where iY  is the value of the SBS variable of interest for business i, α is the value of the 
intercept in the fitted regression model, iX  is the value of the (possibly multiple) 
auxiliary variables for business i and iβ  are the related regression coefficients, ε i  are 
random residuals generally assumed to be normally distributed. In this context, the 
auxiliary variables come from available administrative sources. For more general 
information on the use of regression models see, for example, Kutner et al. (2005).  

The ESSnet Admin Data tested linear regression methods to estimate Purchases of 
goods and services for resale in the same condition as received, Change in stocks of 
goods and services, Gross investments in tangible goods, Sales of tangible investment 
goods and Production value. In rare cases it was possible to use regression methods to 
estimate the whole population, but mostly the methods were used in the context of cut-
off sampling. 

In the cut-off sampling context, regression models were fitted based on the relationship 
between the SBS variable and administrative variables for medium businesses and the 
resulting model coefficients were then applied to the administrative variables for the 
small businesses in the cut-off. This can be viewed as a natural extension of the simple 
ratio adjustment method.  

A logarithmic transformation may be needed to deal with the positively skewed nature 
of some variables. In these cases, the model can only be fitted to businesses with 
positive values, because zero is undefined on the log scale. To deal with often large 
number of zero returns in the survey data, a logistic regression can be fitted initially to 
predict the probability of a zero value. These probabilities are then multiplied by the 
predictions from the linear model. A back transformation must be applied to return the 
predictions to the original scale.  

For some variables it may be necessary to use robust linear regression methods to deal 
with outliers in the data. In the ESSnet Admin Data, this was true of Change in stocks of 
goods and services. Robust estimates of iβ  were obtained using the Least Trimmed 
Squares algorithm (Rousseeuw et al, 1987). 
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Variables from VAT data sets and the business register (e.g. industry and region) were 
all found to be useful in the models. Generally speaking it is possible to produce 
estimates of acceptable quality using regression modelling with cut-off sampling. 
However, there is not always a significant improvement over using the simple ratio 
adjustment. 

7.7 Generalised calibration estimation 
Generalised calibration estimation is a method that specifically aims to reduce the bias 
introduced by cut-off sampling. The method requires two vectors of auxiliary variables. 
The first denoted x, is a vector of auxiliary variables that are related to the variable of 
interest, and the second, denoted z, explains fully whether a unit falls above or below 
the cut-off.  Empirical evidence in Haziza et al. (2010) suggests that generalised 
calibration estimation is effective at reducing the bias when there is no residual 
relationship between the probability of being above the cut-off and the x variables, after 
conditioning on the z variables. The method builds on the framework of calibration 
estimation. The estimator for the whole population is formally described as follows. 

ˆ
∈

= ∑% % i i
i s

Y w y  

where s denotes the sample taken (above the cut-off), and the weights iw% are defined as: 

ˆ
1 ˆi iw a
⎧ ⎫−

= +⎨ ⎬
⎩ ⎭

i
X X z

T
%  

Where: 

 ia  is the design weight for unit i. 

U
=∑ iX x  

ˆ
i

i s

a
∈

= ∑ iX x  

ˆ
i

i s

a
∈

= ∑ i iT z x    

ix  denotes a vector of auxiliary variables strongly related to the variable of interest,  

iz  denotes a vector of auxiliary variables that explain whether a unit falls above or 
below the cut-off for unit i. 

The UK investigated this method for the ESSnet Admin Data, testing it on Purchases of 
goods and services for resale in the same condition as received, Gross investment in 
tangible goods and Sales of tangible investment goods. It proved difficult to identify 
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appropriate auxiliary variables, especially given that employment is used to set the cut-
off and so, according to the specification of the method in Haziza et al (2010), cannot be 
used for either x or z.  

Results showed different variables working well in different years, with no single z 
variable providing acceptable results in all of the years tested. Using the best performing 
variable each year often led to acceptable results, but the lack of consistency in any of 
the z variables makes the method impractical to implement. 

The poor results for the generalised calibration estimation approach appear to be largely 
driven by the lack of sufficiently well correlated administrative variables to use in the 
auxiliary vectors. 

7.8 Inflation of survey weights 
Ratio estimation (see, for example, Särndal, Swensson & Wretman, 1992:180) is a 
common method for estimating SBS variables in countries which maintain a traditional 
survey sample. The ratio estimator is a specific case of a class of estimators that can be 
expressed in the following form. 

ˆ =∑ i i i
s

Y a g y  

Where s is the sample, ia  is the design weight for business i (the inverse of the 

probability of being selected for the survey), ig  is the calibration weight and iy  is the 
reported value of the variable of interest for business i. For the ratio estimator, the 
calibration weight is calculated as follows. 
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Where N is the number of businesses in the population, n is the number of businesses in 
the sample and ix  is the value of an auxiliary variable for business i. When stratified 
sampling is used, with the population partitioned into Uc , Um and Ue for the use of cut-
off sampling, as described in section 5.1, the calibration weight can be expressed in the 
following way. 
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Where sc , sm and se represent the sampled enterprises in each partition of the survey 
population,   
Nc , Nm and Ne are the number of enterprises in Uc , Um and Ue  respectively, 
and nc, nm  and ne are the number of enterprises in sc , sm and se  respectively. 

If the enterprises in the cut-off band are no longer sampled, the calibration weights for 
the remaining sampled enterprises can be inflated to try to estimate the contribution 
from these non-sampled enterprises as follows. 

c m e

m e

i i i
U U U

i
m e

i i
s sm e

x x x
g N Nx x

n n

+ +
=

+

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑
 

The calibration weight has then effectively been inflated to allow for the contribution to 
the estimate from the non-sampled enterprises in the cut-off band.  

The UK tested this approach to estimate the variables Gross investment in tangible 
goods and Sales of tangible investment goods, with success in some industries. This is a 
simple method to implement and has the potential to offer significant savings for NSIs 
using the ratio estimator and surveying from the whole population. 

7.9 Imputing components 
In addition to the estimation methods discussed above, there are specific methods that 
can be useful in the situation where components of a total are being estimated.  

The first method can be used in the case where the total is available but the components 
are not. The method involves imputing the breakdown of the component variables rather 
than the variables themselves – that is the proportion that each component contributes to 
the total. These proportions are then multiplied by the known total to estimate the 
components. The proportions can be estimated using average values (mean or median) 
from similar businesses in the same period (e.g. larger businesses in the same industry if 
cut-off sampling is used) or by using the breakdown from a previous period or other 
source.  

The second imputation method considered is nearest neighbour donor imputation. This 
can be used to estimate components and related totals when none of the variables are 
available. The method is described in section 5.5.7.  

Both of these methods can give good results, although the nearest neighbour approach is 
heavily reliant on having a broad range of available auxiliary variables. 

7.10 Other estimation methods 
In addition to the methods above, there are some interesting examples in the literature of 
methods for estimating the smallest businesses in the context of cut-off sampling.  
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Dubreuil et al (2003) describes a combined estimation approach used to deal with the 
case when administrative data are only available for part of the population. The 
population is randomly split in two, with a survey sample in only one part of the 
population. Administrative data are used for the other part of the population where they 
are available, but other techniques (such as mean imputation and calibration to 
population counts) are used for businesses with no administrative data. 

Saralegui (2013) describes a method for estimating SBS variables that also involves 
splitting the population in half. In year t, a full sample survey is used for the first half of 
the population. Estimates for the second half are produced using a combination of 
administrative data and a much reduced sample survey. In year t+1 the roles of the two 
parts of the population are reversed. This allows for a large reduction in the sample 
survey with only a small impact on the quality of outputs. 

The Netherlands uses a method to estimate SBS variables that are correlated with VAT 
Turnover which involves estimating the growth from the previous period with relation 
to a reference variable (related to the particular SBS variable). The resulting estimate is 
corrected by the growth in VAT Turnover. The proportion between these variables is 
calculated for the current period and the previous period. The growth in the proportions 
between these two periods is applied to the estimate of the SBS variable from the 
previous period to create the current period estimate. This estimate is corrected by the 
growth of statistical Turnover in these periods (mainly coming from VAT Turnover) to 
allow for the difference between definitions of statistical and fiscal variables. 

A simplistic addition to these methods is to ignore the contribution of the businesses in 
the cut-off entirely. This may be feasible for variables that are almost entirely driven by 
medium and large businesses. 

7.11 Evaluation of estimation methods 
In order to choose an appropriate estimation method for a particular variable or group of 
variables it is highly recommended to carry out a specific study to test the accuracy of 
potential methods. In practice it is usually impossible to know the true value for a given 
statistic. One simple evaluation technique is to compare the estimate which uses admin 
data to the existing survey estimate for the variable. Whilst the survey estimate is 
subject to its own inaccuracies, an estimation method that gives results similar to survey 
estimates at least has the advantage of consistency. It is important that the estimates are 
consistent over time, so these studies should ideally be carried out on multiple periods 
of data. 

Ideally a simulation study or bootstrap should also be used to verify the robustness of 
results. These approaches involve randomly re-sampling from the available data and 
calculating the estimate for each sample. If the estimation method is robust then there 
will be relatively little variation in the resulting estimates. 
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When regression modelling is used, it is important to check the validity of the chosen 
model by analysing the usual diagnostic checks. For more information on diagnostics 
see, for example, Kutner et al. (2005). 

7.12 Summary of estimation methods for SBS variables 
Data sources differ between countries, so that results using data from one NSI will not 
necessarily be applicable to data in other NSIs. However, the ESSnet Admin Data 
results offer a strong indication of the kind of methods that are likely to work in 
different scenarios. The general messages from the analyses (reproduced from Lewis 
and de Waal (2013)) are summarised in table 1. 

The following recommendations from the ESSnet Admin Data are also worth bearing in 
mind. 

• If it is desired to use a cut-off below which the figures are estimated by means of a 
model, it makes sense to experiment with different values of the cut-off in order to 
find an “optimal” value.  

• It is important to test the stability of models for estimating variables over time. A 
model may give good results in one year, but bad results in the next. 

• The results of a system using admin data for SBS should be monitored on a regular 
basis. Revisions of SBS figures provide valuable information for monitoring the 
results of such a system. 

• In practice, it is necessary to bring together a variety of estimation approaches to 
cover all SBS variables. Clearly it is less useful to stop sampling only a subset of 
variables. Although even this can help with the reduction of burden on businesses. 
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Table 1. Recommended estimation methods for different SBS scenarios 

Scenario Estimation methods to try 
Admin variables are available with a 
direct relationship to SBS variable. 

Simple use of individual or combinations 
of variables (possibly with adjustments 
for differences in definition or coverage). 

Admin variables are available with 
strong correlation with SBS variable. 

Regression modelling for whole 
population. 

Multiple admin variables are available 
with reasonable correlation with SBS 
variable. 

Cut-off sampling with: 
• Simple ratio adjustment; or 
• Regression modelling. 

A single admin variable is available 
with reasonable correlation with SBS 
variable. 

Cut-off sampling with Simple ratio 
adjustment.  

To make a saving on an existing ratio 
estimation survey approach. 

Inflation of survey weights. 

Admin data are directly available for a 
total but it is necessary to estimate 
components for some businesses. 

• Estimate breakdown from similar 
businesses and apply to total;  

• Nearest neighbour donor imputation; 
or  

• Cut-off sampling with Simple ratio 
adjustment. 

To estimate a total and related 
components for some businesses. 

• Nearest neighbour donor imputation; 
or 

• Cut-off sampling with Simple ratio 
adjustment. 

To estimate a derived variable. • Estimate the derived variable 
directly; or 

• Consider retaining some components 
in survey and estimating the rest 
separately. 
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8. Estimation of Short Term Statistics using administrative data 

 

8.1 Introduction 
Estimating Short Term Statistics (STS) using administrative data has specific 
challenges. On the one hand two key variables, Turnover and Employment, are 
commonly available from VAT and Social Security sources respectively. However, the 
availability of data from these sources often falls short of STS requirements for 
timeliness, either because sufficient data are not received on time or because the data 
are not available in the required periodicity. Very often, both of these problems exist. 

This chapter draws on experiences from the ESSnet Admin Data which focused on the 
challenge of using VAT data for STS Turnover estimates. Three separate cases are 
discussed, depending on the amount of VAT data available at the right time and 
periodicity. 

1. All VAT data are available. 
2. Most VAT data are available 
3. Limited VAT data are available 

8.2 Case 1: All VAT data are available 
This is clearly the ideal situation, where VAT Turnover is available for all businesses in 
time for the monthly STS publication. After receiving and processing the data, it just 
remains to aggregate the data to create the desired outputs. The experience of most NSIs 
is that this possibility is far from the current reality. 

8.3 Case 2: Most VAT data are available 
When most VAT data are available, accurate estimates can often be created using 
simple imputation methods to fill in missing data. In the ESSnet Admin Data, 80% was 
used as the cut off for acceptable coverage from the VAT source (Maasing et al (2013)). 

Note that experience from ESS countries shows that it is rare to have enough VAT data 
available in time for monthly STS estimates. However, even if that is the case, the 
techniques described here can be useful for estimating quarterly STS outputs. 

The general aim is to impute Turnover values for businesses whose VAT data has not 
arrived yet based on data from those businesses who have returned data along with data 
from previous periods for the late responding business. To improve the quality of the 
imputation, it is sensible to split the data into homogeneous groups, often known as 
imputation classes. The idea is to group together businesses with similar characteristics. 
For economic data, it is common to create these groups based on industry and size class 
(usually determined by employment). Although care needs to be taken not to design 
groups that are too small as this will lead to a highly variable imputation method. 
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Minimum class size is often set at between 10 and 20 businesses. Smaller classes should 
be collapsed – either to higher levels of industrial classification or across neighbouring 
size classes. 

The following imputation methods are fairly simple to implement for this purpose. Both 
involve applying an average growth from the imputation class to previous period data. 

Ratio imputation based on growth from previous period 

Missing value ,i ty  is imputed by multiplying the previous period value for business i  

by the average growth in the imputation class between the current and previous periods. 
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This intuitive method works well as long as the growth rate in the imputation class is 
fairly stable. This is often the case between two consecutive periods. 

Ratio imputation based on growth from same period in the previous year 

Missing value ,i ty  is imputed by multiplying the value for business i  from the same 

period in the previous year by the average growth in the imputation class between the 
current period and the same period in the previous year. 
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This method works well when there is strong seasonality in the series. This is often the 
case, for example, in the retail sector. The twelve month time lag between the current 
period and the data on which the imputation is based means that this method is 
susceptible to big economic changes. 

Imputation when the previous value is not available 

If the previous period value is not available due to earlier non-response, it is possible to 
create an imputation based on a growth from an alternative period (e.g. two periods 
previously). For new businesses without any previous VAT value, there is no choice but 
to employ an alternative method. The simplest options are to use either a mean or 
median value from the imputation class. To safeguard against the effect of outlying 
businesses, when using a mean it may be beneficial to trim the most extreme values (say 
the top and bottom 10%) before taking the mean. 
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Applying the imputation techniques in practice 

The ESSnet Admin Data found that the ratio imputation techniques described above 
worked well, with no obvious advantage of one method over the other. However, an 
issue was identified in accurately identifying the target population to be estimated. 
Clearly it is important to know which units need to have their values imputed. The lag 
in information on births, deaths etc. from the VAT source can lead to under- or over-
estimation of the STS variable. It is important to identify a process for dealing with this 
problem when using these methods in practice. See Maasing et al (2013) for further 
information. 

8.4 Case 3: Limited VAT data are available 
When limited VAT data are available, it is not possible to simply fill in the gaps in the 
population using imputation techniques. Instead, some combination of estimation, 
modelling or forecasting techniques is required to produce reliable estimates. The 
choice of method is at least partly governed by the particular limitations of the VAT 
data. In this section we examine four specific examples. 

• Use of quarterly data for monthly estimates 
• Benchmarking 
• Forecasting previous data 
• Estimation techniques  

8.4.1 Use of quarterly data for monthly estimates 

Practices vary between countries, but it is common for a large proportion of businesses 
to supply VAT data on a quarterly basis. This presents a problem if the data are to be 
used for monthly STS outputs. One possible solution is the cubic spline. This method 
involves fitting a polynomial through the quarterly data and reading off the Turnover 
values at the monthly time points in between. The method can provide reasonable 
results, although care is needed since there is nothing in the method to prevent negative 
Turnover values.  

In the UK, the cubic spline method was tested and compared to simply dividing 
quarterly values by three to create monthly Turnover. The accuracy of the two methods 
was compared as part of a wider study to recreate published monthly survey Turnover 
using VAT data. The cubic spline was implemented using the EXPAND procedure in 
SAS, which calculates the spline so that its integral over a quarter is equal to the total 
Turnover in that quarter. The surprising result was that the cubic spline offered no 
significant improvement over the simpler method of dividing by three. For more details 
on the study, see Parkin (2010).  

8.4.2 Benchmarking 

Benchmarking is a method for combining a series of high frequency data with a series 
of less frequent data to create a consistent time series. The series of less frequent data is 
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used to benchmark the high frequency series. Benchmarking aims to preserve the 
movements in the high frequency series, whilst simultaneously keeping consistency 
with the less frequent data. 

Benchmarking may be used in this context to improve the quality of estimated monthly 
Turnover data derived from incomplete VAT data, using quarterly estimates derived 
from almost complete VAT data. This allows improvement of the monthly estimates at 
a later date. However, it is possible to use the technique to improve monthly estimates 
at the time they are produced if the adjustments between the monthly and quarterly 
series are limited and consistent. In this case a benchmark forecast may be calculated by 
summarising the adjustments of the previous period into a factor C1. 

benchmark forecast 1monthlyY Y C= ×  

There are various methods in the literature for calculating C1. One simple option is to 
calculate mean adjustments from a set number of previous periods. For more complex 
methods see Fortier and Quenneville (2007) and Brown (2012). 

Testing in the ESSnet Admin Data indicated that the choice of method is less important 
than ensuring the necessary conditions for using benchmarking are met. It was found 
that benchmarking only produces good results if the quarterly series is of good quality 
and is not affected by level shifts. For more details see Vlag et al (2013). 

8.4.3 Forecasting previous data 

When a significant proportion of the VAT data are not available on time, it may be 
possible to solve the problem using time series forecasting techniques to extrapolate 
from the previous period. A range of methods are available. The following were all 
tested by a UK study described in Parkin (2010) and Parkin and Brown (2012).  

• Simple – applying the growth between the last two periods to the last level. 
• Holt-Winters – fitting a model with seasonal factors and either a linear or quadratic 

trend. 
• Univariate ARIMA – fitting an ARIMA model. 
• Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) – a method which attempts to uncover the 

structure of a process that generated a time series. This is then used to forecast 
monthly Turnover. 

For the Holt-Winters method, both linear and quadratic trends were tried, but the linear 
trend was the only one that gave acceptable results. The SAS FORECAST procedure 
was used to fit the Holt-Winters and univarate ARIMA models. 

SSA involves decomposing a time series into a set of components. Some of these 
components are then combined to construct a representative time series. The idea is to 
choose a representative series that contains the essential behaviour of the original series, 
but with less noise or irregularity. The representative series is then used to forecast 
monthly Turnover. 

The methods were evaluated by comparing the revisions to monthly estimates of levels 
and growths in the scenario where VAT Turnover is used to replace all survey 
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Turnover. For growths, there was no clear best estimate and for some industries there 
was no method that worked well. For levels, the Holt-Winters method worked best and 
gave good results for all industries. 

8.4.4 Estimation techniques  

Rather than using specific time series forecasting or benchmarking techniques, it may 
be possible to estimate STS Turnover from VAT data using simpler estimation methods 
based on historic data.  

The general strategy is to maintain a fully enumerated survey of the largest businesses, 
which are generally too important not to survey each month, and use estimation 
techniques for the small and medium businesses. The estimation techniques may be 
applied either to historic complete VAT data from a previous period, or to some form of 
forecast VAT data. The VAT data may be modelled in some way and it may be 
necessary to maintain a small survey of small and medium businesses to fit that model.  

The UK has investigated estimation methods based on a range of scenarios for VAT 
data. All the methods use the same basic formula to combine VAT and survey data. 

t̂ t t aY SL R VS −= + ×  

Where t̂Y  is the STS estimate at time t, tSL  is the survey estimate for large businesses, 
R is a ratio adjustment, and t aVS −  is the VAT Turnover value from small and medium 
businesses at a number of months a before time t. Note that R  can be put equal to 1 if 
the VAT data are not to be adjusted, and that a can be 0 for forecast data. 

The following three types of method were tested. 

• Simply adding (forecast or mature) VAT data for small and medium businesses to 
the sampled large businesses ( R = 1). 

• Modelling VAT Turnover data for small and medium businesses using the 
relationship between VAT and survey data for large businesses ( R  is based on the 
ratio of survey to VAT data for large businesses). 

• Maintaining a small survey sample of small and medium businesses and using the 
relationship between VAT and survey data for those businesses to model the rest ( R  
is based on the ratio of survey to VAT data based on the sampled small and medium 
businesses). 

The modelling of VAT Turnover data generally involves taking the ratio between 
survey and VAT data at an aggregate level for the group of businesses being used to fit 
the model. That ratio is then multiplied by the sum of VAT Turnover for small and 
medium businesses. Clearly each choice of ratio is based on an assumption of the 
relationship between the group of businesses being used to fit the model, and the small 
and medium businesses being estimated. In practice, using a separate ratio for different 
industries is likely to yield better results. 
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The methods described above were evaluated by comparing resulting estimates to 
existing full sample estimates, of both levels and growths. There was no overall best 
method, but the three best performing methods were using un-modelled mature VAT 
Turnover, using un-modelled forecast VAT Turnover, and modelling mature VAT 
Turnover using a sample of small and medium businesses. It was found that this type of 
estimation method can work for some, but not all industries. This is largely determined 
by the quality of the VAT data and relationship between businesses being used to fit the 
model. For more details, see Broad (2012). 
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9. Quality measurement for statistics based on administrative sources 

 

9.1 Introduction 

The methods described in the course up to this point will hopefully allow for the 
production of economic statistics based in some way on admin data. As with any 
statistical output, it is important to accompany releases with statements about the quality 
of the statistics. For survey-based outputs there is a relatively well founded procedure 
for doing this, including reporting across a range of dimensions of quality. For users of 
statistics, often the quickest and easiest way to interpret quality is to get an 
understanding of accuracy from the estimated coefficients of variation. 

For statistics based on admin data, there is no simple equivalent of coefficient of 
variation. However, the ESSnet Admin Data developed a range of methods for reporting 
on the quality of these outputs. The following options for reporting on quality are 
discussed in this chapter. 

• Basic quality indicators for statistics which use admin data. 
• Composite quality indicators to get an overall understand of specific quality 

themes. 
• Estimating error for mixed source statistics. 

9.2 Basic quality indicators 

Due to the nature of statistics based on administrative data, the standard quality 
indicators used for survey outputs do not always apply. In particular, the types of 
potential shortcomings in the quality of admin data are of a different nature to those in 
survey data. Moreover, the lack of a well developed framework for inference based on 
admin data means that there are few existing measures available to estimate aspects of 
quality.  

To begin to overcome this problem, the ESSnet Admin Data produced a list of basic 
quality indicators. The list was developed following wide consultation with other NSIs 
to discover any existing practice in this field and to get feedback on the indicators as 
they were being developed. The final list includes 23 quantitative indicators addressing 
concepts such as coverage, missingness, revisions, errors in the data, timeliness, 
comparability, coherence and efficiency. These have been grouped into the following 
quality themes based on the ESS dimensions of quality, with two extra themes added to 
cover quality information specific to the use of admin data for statistics.  

• Relevance 

• Accuracy 

• Timeliness and punctuality 

• Accessibility and clarity 

• Comparability 
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• Coherence 

• Cost and efficiency 

• Use of admin data 

Each indicator is intended to measure output quality. However, due to the difficulty in 
developing direct measures, some of the indicators take account of the inputs and 
process for producing statistics based on admin data. Some of the indicators are 
deliberately described as background indicators rather than quality indicators. The 23 
basic quality indicators are listed below. For more details on the calculation of these 
indicators, see the Annex. 

9.2.1 List of basic quality indicators grouped by quality themes 

Accuracy 

• Item non-response (% of units with missing values for key variables) 
• Misclassification rate 
• Undercoverage 
• Overcoverage 
• % of units in the admin source for which reference period differs from the required 

reference period 
• Size of revisions from the different versions of admin data – RAR (Relative 

Absolute Revisions) 
• % of units in admin data which fail checks 
• % of units for which data have been adjusted 
• % of imputed values (items) in the admin data 

Timeliness and punctuality 

• Periodicity (frequency of arrival of the admin data) 
• Delay to accessing / receiving data from admin source 

Comparability 

• Discontinuity in estimate when moving from a survey-based output to an admin 
data-based output 

Coherence 

• % of common units across two or more admin sources 
• % of common units when combining admin and survey data 
• % of consistent items for common variables in more than one source 
• % of relevant units in admin data which have to be adjusted to create statistical units 
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9.3 Composite quality indicators 

The 23 basic quality indicators give the potential for a wide range of useful quality 
information to accompany statistics based on admin data. However, for some users it 
might be more helpful to have a single statement on the quality of an output, either 
overall or relating to a particular dimension of quality. 

The ESSnet Admin Data investigated options for creating composite quality indicators 
out of the basic indicators. It was decided that it would be misleading to attempt to 
combine indicators across different quality themes. However, a method was developed 
to create composite indicators for each quality theme. In practice it was decided that it 
was only useful to create composite quality indicators for the three quality themes, 
because of the nature of the indicators in some themes and the small number of 
indicators in others. The three themes are: 

• Accuracy 

• Timeliness and punctuality 

• Coherence 

The method for calculating and reporting on composite indicators is outlined below. 

Step 1 - identify theme and indicators 

Identify which quality theme and which constituent basic indicators will be used. For 
example, for Accuracy the following indicators are listed: 

• Item non-response 

• Misclassification rate 

• Unit missingness  

• Overcoverage  

• % of units with different reference period 

• Size of revisions from different versions of data 

• % of units which fail checks 

• % of units for which data have been adjusted 

• % of imputed values 

It is possible to use all of the indicators from the theme or just a selection of the most 
relevant ones. For some indicators there is also a choice to use a weighted or 
unweighted version of the indicator (or both). See the Annex for information on which 
indicators can be weighted. 
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outputs. These were based on estimation methods which use a combination of admin 
and survey data, based on cut-off sampling. 

Variance and bias were estimated for the following types of estimator: 

• Inflation of calibration weights. 

• Simple ratio adjustment. 

• Regression modelling. 

 

Inflation of calibration weights 

In the case of stratified sampling, this estimator is calculated as follows. 
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Where the numerator of ig  contains auxiliary data for the whole population, including 
the smallest businesses in the cut-off, but the denominator only contains auxiliary data 
from the sampled units, none of which belong to the smallest businesses. 

It is possible to estimate the variance of this estimator using the following formula 
(adjusted from Cochran (1977)). 
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Where, iy is the observed value for sampled unit ,i ix  is the value of the auxiliary 

variable for unit ,i  hf  is the sampling fraction (equal to h
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is an estimate of the ratio of the variable of interest to the auxiliary variable in the 
appropriate ‘g-weight’ band. 
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The estimation method based on inflating the calibration weights is not unbiased. There 
is no accompanying formula to estimate that bias. However, it is possible to estimate 
bias using a bootstrap approach. The bootstrapping may be carried out using the Rao-
Wu method (Girard (2009)) which accounts for a finite population correction. In 
stratum h , a sample size of 1hn − (or 1 if 1hn = ) is taken with replacement. It is 
recorded how many times each businesses is re-sampled and this is denoted by ik . Each 
business in the original sample is then assigned a modified ‘a-weight’ defined as: 

* (1 1 1 )
1

h
i i ih h

h

na f f k a
n

= − − + −
−

 

The ig  remain the same. There is variation in these between different bootstrap 
samples, but computing these inflated weights each time the bootstrapping is run would 
be extremely computationally intensive. 

The variable of interest is then estimated as: 
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The process of re-sampling and re-calculating the *
ia  and the total estimate is then 

repeated many times. The bias is estimated as the average difference between the 
estimate coming from a bootstrap replicate and the estimate calculated from the full 
survey sample, given by the expression: 
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Where k denotes individual bootstrap replications. 

Note that it is only possible to evaluate this bias estimator when the full survey sample 
is available. This is helpful during the period of moving from full survey to a mixed 
source approach, but leads to difficulties after the implementation of the mixed source 
estimator. One possibility for estimating the bias going forward when no data are 
available is to look at whether the bias or a function of the bias is constant over time. 
This quantity could then be assumed to remain constant going forward in time. In 
practice it would be necessary to periodically survey some small businesses to test the 
ongoing validity of the assumption. 

Simple ratio adjustment and regression modelling 

For the simple ratio adjustment and regression modelling approaches, there are no 
analytic formulae to estimate variance. In these cases it is necessary to use the bootstrap 
approach for both variance and bias estimation. 

The bootstrap method is analogous to that described above, with the estimate being 
recalculated for each bootstrap replicated. The bias is estimated using the formula 
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quoted above. Variance is estimated in two parts. The variance for the cut-off part of the 
population is estimated as: 

$ $
=

= −
− ∑ 2

1

1 ( )
1

K

c k est

k

V Y Y
K No se encuentran entradas de índice.

 

Where estY  is the mean of the estimates from the bootstrap replications. The variance for 
the rest of the population can be estimated using standard methods.  

Extension of bootstrap approach 

The Netherlands extended this approach for estimating bootstrap and variance by 
investigating the likely impact of measurement error in the survey variables and 
misclassification error on the frame. These are incorporated as parameters based on 
probabilities of these errors for different sources and in different industries. The analysis 
found that source specific misclassification error in particular is important enough to 
require including in bias estimation. For more details see Burger et al (2013). 
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10. Summary 
 

 

In this course we have examined a range of methods for making greater use of 
administrative and accounts data for economic statistics. Generally speaking, it is not 
straightforward to use admin data in this context and a number of issues need to be 
overcome. Once data access and delivery has been secured, it is necessary to integrate 
the data with statistical data in some way, possibly via the business register. Specific 
methods for linking the data and overcoming problems of coverage and definition are 
often needed at this point. The data need to be cleaned – a task which is often made 
more difficult by the lack of legal provision for querying suspicious data with 
businesses.  

Once the data are integrated and clean, it still remains to find methods for using them to 
estimate statistics without reducing the quality of outputs beyond what is acceptable. In 
many cases, it will be necessary to retain a small survey of businesses, especially 
covering the largest businesses that have such an important impact on published 
statistics. Methods have been given for dealing with a range of difficult situations, 
including admin data that are not available on time and which do not contain all of the 
required variables. 

It is important to accompany all official statistics with information to describe their 
quality. There are less simple measures available for statistics based on admin data than 
for those based on sample surveys. However, this course has detailed a range of options 
for assisting users to understand the quality implications of statistics using admin data. 

A general message is that due to the lack of well established statistical theory for the use 
of admin data, it is important to carry out thorough analysis of methods and their quality 
implications before implementing them. 
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Annex – List of basic quality indicators with descriptions 
 

Background Information 

Use of administrative data: 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

1 Number of admin sources 
used 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the number of 
administrative sources used in each statistical output. The 
number of sources should include all those used in the 
statistical output whether the admin data are used as raw 
data, in imputation or to produce estimations.  

Note. Where relevant, a list of the admin sources may 
also be helpful for users, along with a list of the 
variables included in each source. 
 
Alternatively, the number of admin sources used can be 
specified by variable. 

2 % of items obtained 
exclusively from admin 
data 

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
items only obtained from admin data, whether directly or 
indirectly, and where survey data are not collected. This 
includes where admin data are used as raw data, as proxy 
data, in calculations, etc. 

This indicator should be calculated on the basis of the 
statistical output – the number of items obtained 
exclusively from admin data (not by survey) should be 
considered.  

%100
itemsofno.Total

dataadmin  fromy exclusivel obtained items of No.
×  

This indicator could also be weighted in terms of 
whether or not the variables are key to the statistical 
output. 
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Indicator Description How to calculate 

3 % of required variables 
derived from admin data 
that are used as a proxy 

This indicator provides information on the extent that 
admin data are used in the statistical output as a proxy or 
are used in calculations rather than as raw data.  

This indicator should be calculated on the basis of the 
statistical output – the number of required variables 
derived indirectly from admin data (because not available 
directly from admin or survey data) should be considered.

%100
 variablesrequired of No.

proxy a as used dataadmin  from derived  variablesrequired of No.
×

 

Note. If a combination of survey and admin data is 
used, this indicator would need to be weighted (by 
number of units).  

This indicator could also be weighted in terms of 
whether or not the variables are key to the statistical 
output.  

 

Timeliness and punctuality 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

4 Periodicity (frequency of 
arrival of the admin data) 

This indicator provides information about how often the 
admin data are received by the NSI. 

This indicator should be provided for each admin source. 

Note. If data are provided via continuous feed from the 
admin source, this should be stated in answer to this 
indicator.  
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Coherence 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

5 % of common units across 
two or more admin sources 

 

 

This indicator relates to the combination of one or 
more admin sources.  

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
common units across two or more admin sources.  

This indicator should be calculated pairwise for each 
pair of admin sources and then averaged.  

%100
  units uniquerelevant  of No.

 sourcesadmin  in the unitscommon relevant  of No.
×  

Note. The “unique units” in the denominator means that 
units should only be counted once, even if they appear 
in multiple sources. 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover 
or number of employees) in terms of the % contribution 
of these units to the statistical output.  

6 % of common units when 
combining admin and 
survey data 

 

 

This indicator relates to the combination of admin and 
survey data.  

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
common units across admin and survey data.  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated based on the number of common 
units (weighted by turnover) in each source. 

%100
survey in  units of No.

datasurvey  andadmin in  unitscommon  of No.
×

 

Note. If there are few common units due to the design 
of the statistical output (e.g. a combination of survey 
and admin data), this should be explained.  

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover 
or number of employees) in terms of the % contribution 
of these units to the statistical output. 
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Cost and efficiency 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

7 % of items obtained from 
admin source and also 
collected by survey 

 

 

This indicator relates to the combination of admin and 
survey data.  

This indicator provides information on the double 
collection of data, both admin source and surveys. Thus, it 
provides an idea of redundancy as the same data items are 
being obtained more than once.  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated. 

%100
survey in  itemsrelevant  of No.

datasurvey  andadmin by  obtained itemscommon relevant  of No.
×

 
Note. Double collection is sometimes conducted for 
specific reasons, e.g. to measure quality. If this is the 
case, this should be explained.  

Only admin data which meet the definitions and 
timeliness requirements of the output should be 
included.

 
8 %  reduction of survey 

sample size when moving 
from survey to admin data 

 

 

This indicator relates to the combination of admin and 
survey data. 

This indicator provides information on the reduction in 
survey sample size because of an increased use of admin 
data. Only changes to the sample size due to using admin 
data should be included in this calculation.  

The indicator should be calculated for each survey and 
then aggregated (if applicable). 

%100
dataadmin  of usein  increase before size Sample

after size sample - dataadmin  of usein  increase before size Sample
×

 
Note. This indicator is likely to be calculated once, 
when making the change from survey to admin data. 
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Quality indicators 

Accuracy 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

 9 Item non-response 

(% of units with missing 
values for key variables) 

 

 

Although there are technically no ‘responses’ when using 
admin data, non-response (missing values at item or unit 
level) is an issue in the same way as with survey data.  

This indicator should be calculated for each of the key 
variables and for each admin source and then aggregated 
based on the contributions of the variables to the overall 
output.  

%100
variableXfor relevant unitsofNo.

 variableXfor   valuemissing with dataadmin  in the unitsrelevant  of No.
×

 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output  

10 Misclassification rate 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
units in the admin data which are incorrectly coded.  

For simplicity and clarity, activity coding as recorded on 
the Business Register (BR) is considered to be correct.  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated based on the number of relevant units 
(weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
dataadmin in unitsrelevant  ofNo.

 BR  tocode NACEdifferent  with dataadmin in  unitsrelevant  of No.
×   

If a survey is conducted to check the rate of 
misclassification, the rate from this survey should be 
provided and a note added to the indicator. 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output. 
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Indicator Description How to calculate 

11 Undercoverage 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the undercoverage 
of the admin data. That is, units in the reference 
population that should be included in the admin data but 
are not (for whatever reason).  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated based on the number of relevant units 
(weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
  population referencein  unitsrelevant  of No.

 dataadmin in  NOTbut  population referencein  unitsrelevant  of No.
×

 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output.  

12 Overcoverage 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the overcoverage 
of the admin data. That is, units that are included in the 
admin data but should not be (e.g. are out-of-scope, 
outside the reference population).  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated based on the number of relevant units 
(weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
  population referencein  units of No.

 population referencein  NOTbut  dataadmin in  units of No.
×

 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output. 
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Indicator Description How to calculate 

13 % of units in the admin 
source for which reference 
period differs from the 
required reference period 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
units that provide data for a different reporting period than 
the required period for the statistical output. If the periods 
are not those required, then some imputation is necessary, 
which may impact quality.  

This indicator should be calculated for each admin source 
and then aggregated based on the number of relevant units 
(weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
 dataAdmin in unitsrelevant ofNo.
 period required from period reporting        

different  with dataAdmin in  unitsrelevant  of No.

×  

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output. 

14 Size of revisions from the 
different versions of the 
admin data 

RAR – Relative Absolute 
Revisions 

 

 

This indicator assesses the size of revisions from different 
versions of the admin data, providing information on the 
reliability of the data received.  

With this indicator it is possible to understand the impact 
of the different versions of admin data on the results for a 
certain reference period.  

%100
1

1 ×
−

∑
∑

=

=
T

t Pt

T

t PtLt

X

XX

 

= Latest data for X variable  

= First data for X variable 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output.  

LtX

PtX
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Indicator Description How to calculate 

15 % of units in admin data 
which fail checks 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the extent to which 
data fail some elements of the checks (automatic or 
manual) and are flagged by the NSI as suspect. This does 
not mean that the data are necessarily adjusted (see 
Indicator 16), simply that they fail one or more check(s).  

This indicator should be calculated for each of the key 
variables and aggregated based on the number of relevant 
units (weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
checkedunitsrelevant ofno.Total

failed and checked dataadmin in  unitsrelevant  of No.
×

 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output.  

16 % of units for which data 
have been adjusted 

 

 

This indicator provides information about the proportion 
of units for which the data have been adjusted (a subset of 
the units included in Indicator 15).  

This indicator should be calculated for each of the key 
variables and aggregated based on the number of relevant 
units (weighted by turnover) in each source.  

%100
 DataAdmin in unitsrelevant ofNo.

 data adjusted with dataAdmin  in the unitsrelevant  of No.
×

 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output. 

17 % of imputed values (items) 
in the admin data 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the impact of the 
values imputed by the NSI. These values are imputed 
because data are missing (see Indicator 9) or data items 
are unreliable (see Indicator 16).  

This indicator should be calculated by variable for each 
admin source and then aggregated based on the 
contributions of the variables to the overall output. 

%100
 dataadmin in itemsrelevant ofNo.

 dataadmin relevant  in the items imputed of No.
×

 

This indicator should be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution of 
the imputed values to the statistical  
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∑ ∑
∑

oSS

S

U+U
U

Coherence 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

20 % of consistent items for 
common variables in more 
than one source 

 

 

This indicator provides information on consistent items 
for any common variables across sources (either admin or 
survey). Only variables directly required for the statistical 
output should be considered – basic information (e.g. 
business name and address) should be excluded.  

This indicator should be calculated for each of the key 
variables and aggregated based on the contributions of the 
variables to the overall output.  

No. of consistent items (within tolerance) for X variable 
100%

Total no. of items required for X variable 
×  

Please state the tolerance used. 

This indicator could also be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution to 
the output.  

21 % of relevant units in admin 
data which have to be 
adjusted to create statistical 
units 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the proportion of 
units that have to be adjusted in order to create statistical 
units. For example, the proportion of data at enterprise 
group level which therefore need to be split to provide 
reporting unit data.  

 

 

 

        relevant units in the reference population that are 
adjusted to the statistical concepts by the use of 
statistical methods 

        Relevant units in the reference population that 
correspond to the statistical concepts  

This indicator should be weighted (e.g. by turnover or 
number of employees) in terms of the % contribution of 
these units to the statistical output. 

oSU

SU
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Cost and efficiency 

Indicator Description How to calculate 

22 Cost of converting admin 
data to statistical data 

This indicator provides information on the estimated cost 
(in person hours) of converting admin data to statistical 
data.  

(Estimated) Cost of conversion in person hours 

 

23 Efficiency gain in using 
admin data 

 

 

This indicator provides information on the efficiency gain 
in using admin data rather than simply using survey data. 
For example, collecting admin data is usually cheaper 
than collecting data through a survey but this benefit 
might be offset by higher processing costs.  

Production cost should include all costs the NSI is able to 
attribute to the production of the statistical output.  

%100
statistic basedsurvey  ofcost  Production

 statistic basedadmin  ofcost  production - statistic basedsurvey  ofcost  Production
×

 

Note. Estimated costs are acceptable.  

This indicator is likely to be calculated once, when 
making the change from survey to admin data.
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